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Main functions on main screen

Drawing mode

Camera mode

Help

Start recognition

Clear screen

Eraser

Write on the screen with your 

finger or stylus or mouse

Exit



Drawing

Click here when you 

finished the drawing
Click here to rease a 

part of the drawing

Draw on the screen the equation 

what you want to solve and press 

the “finish” button!



Camera capture

You can use your webcam also to 

capture equations, please note: 

use clear, separated characters 

with high contrast!

Click here to use camera mode

Click on the button or the 

screen to take a snapshot



Camera capture

You can use your webcam also to 

capture equations, please note: 

use clear, separated characters 

with high contrast!

If the snapshot is clear and high con-

trast click here to start the recognition

Click here to start the camera over

For better and faster result 

please always select the equa-

tion by click or tap on the screen.



Some important notes

For better result please try to write with clear, 

not connected, high contrast characters. If you 

use camera mode please try to use white paper 

and high contrast pen. If you want to capture 

from squared paper the high contrast is even 

more important!
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Some important notes

In this software version you can solve linear and quadratic equations with one variable (which should be “x”)
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The list of characters what you can use
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Result of the recognition

Hint (Help for the next step)

Full solution step by step

Copy to clipboard

This is the result of 

the recognition

On this screen you check if the 

recognition is correct, on this 

screen you can correct the result 

and get help to solve it.

Show on diagram

Edit the equation

Back



Expression editor

You can change, 
move, resize the 
selected character

Here you can edit the recognized 

expresson. You can change, insert, 

move a character and choose the 

correct result.

Choose the 
correct result

With keyboard, 
you can change 
the selected 
character, or 
insert a new one 
if there is no 
selection



Functions - Hint

You can change, 
move, resize the 
selected character

If you need just a little help 

to find the next step, push 

the “Hint” button and you 

will get an idea what you can 

do to step forward.

An idea for the 
next step Further information 

and explanation about 
this step for better 
understanding

Push the “Hint” button 

again, you can see the 

next step.



Functions - Full solution

Click here to get
the full solution

Full solution shows you all 

the important steps to solve 

the equation. If you need 

further explanation for 

understanding click on the 

“info” button!



Functions - Share

Push this button to copy the 
solution on the clipboard

With share function you can 

copy the equation, graph or 

the solution into an email or 

any document.



Functions - Diagram

Push this button and show 
the solution on a diagram

With this function you can 

check the graphical solution 

of the equation.


